
SCHEME 3
Autumn RAG Spring RAG Summer RAG

BIDMAS - order of operations
Adding/subtracting fractions with different 

denominators 
Finding a fraction of an amount

Find the nth term of a linear sequence Solve linear equations (unknowns on one side)
Plot straight line graphs using 1 and 2 step function 

machines

Classifying quadrilaterals using mathematical 

properties
Equivalence of fractions, decimals and percentages Investigation - Pick's Theorem

Convert terminating decimals into fractions and 

know that recurring decimals are fractions 
Divisibility tests for 2, 3, 5 and 10 Translation (usign vectors) and tessellation

Equivalent fractions and simplifying fractions to 

lowest terms
Compass directions and measuring bearings Sharing in a given ratio

Understand and use the numerical probability scale 

from 0 to 1
Simplifying expressions. Collecting like terms. Experimental probability/relative frequency

Know sum of angles around a point, on a straight 

line, in triangles and vertically opposite

Use the data handling cycle through a data handling 

project

2D representation of 3-D shapes (including nets, 

isometric drawing, plans & elevations)

Area & perimeter of compound shapes inc. triangle, 

parallelogram
Lines of symmetry and rotational symmetry Volume and surface area of cuboids

Calculations with negative numbers Rounding to decimal places

Assessments: During this year you will have three formal tests, including your end of year exam.

Each half term, you will do an assessment grid for at least one of the topics covered. This will be used to help you pick out any areas to work on, and to give 

you a grade for each half term.

How to use this grid: When you have studied a topic in class, fill in the RAG column based on your confidence. 

If it's green, great! Make some revision notes to help keep yourself confident.

If it's red or amber, ask your teacher for some help. This will be a topic you need to focus on when revising, so 

it's good to sort out any problems early!
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